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Pseudolipoma of the inferior vena cava

Imaging description
Pseudolipoma of the inferior vena cava refers to the apparent presence of a fatty mass in the lumen of the inferior vena cava as it passes through the diaphragm from the liver into the right atrium. The appearance is a partial volume artifact due to a layer of fat that sits above the caudate lobe next to the inferior vena cava. The cava deviates to the midline as it passes from the liver into the right atrium, and depending on local anatomy and the phase of respiration, the fat above the caudate lobe can be partial volumed in such a way that it appears to be within the vessel (Figure 1.1) [1].

Importance
Pseudolipoma of the inferior vena cava may be mistaken for a true fat-containing tumor of the inferior vena cava, such as a lipoma or liposarcoma [2], resulting in unnecessary follow-up investigations and patient anxiety.

Typical clinical scenario
Pseudolipoma of the inferior vena cava has a reported frequency of 0.5% at abdominal CT [3], but this seems far higher than I would have expected based on my clinical experience. While pseudolipoma of the inferior vena cava can be seen in anyone, it is commoner in cirrhosis, presumably because there is a greater degree of anatomic distortion and potential for partial volume artifact due to shrinkage of the liver and greater deviation of the inferior vena cava as it passes through the diaphragm in these patients (Figure 1.2).

Differential diagnosis
Theoretically, a true lipoma or liposarcoma could arise as a primary intraluminal caval mass, but this has not been reported. Venous invasion by locally aggressive angiomylipoma may cause a fatty tumor thrombus in the cava [4], but the presence of a renal mass with contiguous spread into the cava is distinctive and should not result in confusion with a pseudolipoma.

Teaching point
The appearance of fat in the lumen of the inferior vena cava as it passes through the diaphragm is a normal variant due to partial volume artifact and does not require additional testing.
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Figure 1.1 A. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 70 year old man with prostate cancer shows an apparent fatty mass (arrow) in the lumen of the inferior vena cava as it passes through the diaphragm. B. Coronal reformatted CT image demonstrates the mechanism of this partial volume artifact; fat (arrow) above the caudate lobe is partial volumed into the lumen of the cava on the corresponding axial section (at the level indicated by the shaded rectangle).

Figure 1.2 Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 67 year old woman with alcoholic cirrhosis (note the irregular liver contour) shows a pseudolipoma (arrow).
CASE 2

Superior diaphragmatic adenopathy

Imaging description

The superior diaphragmatic (or cardiophrenic or epicardiac) lymph nodes are in the mediastinum, but are routinely included on the upper slices of abdominal CT or MRI studies because they lie on the superior surface of the diaphragm in the fat adjacent to the heart. They are divided into anterior (paracardiac) and lateral (juxaphrenic) groups [1, 2]. The anterior group lies posterior to the sternum. The lateral group abuts the entrance of the phrenic nerve into the diaphragm, adjacent to the inferior vena cava on the right and the cardiac apex on the left. The normal superior diaphragmatic lymph nodes are usually small and often not visible by CT imaging. Pathological enlargement is generally defined as a short axis diameter greater than 5 mm [2, 3], although some use a short axis threshold of 8 or 10 mm [4, 5]. Enlarged superior diaphragmatic nodes are seen as nodular soft tissue masses (Figure 2.6). Enlargement of these nodes may be seen in:

Liver disease. In practice, cirrhosis and chronic hepatitis [6] are probably the commonest causes of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy. In chronic hepatitis, the degree of nodal enlargement (but not the level of serum liver enzymes) correlates with disease severity on biopsy [7].

Peritoneal disease. The principal peritoneal cause of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy is ovarian cancer. In general, studies of these nodes do not have a histopathological standard of reference because these nodes are not easily accessible for tissue sampling and outcome is used as an alternative endpoint. In the case of ovarian cancer, superior diaphragmatic nodes greater than 5 mm in short axis diameter confer a worse prognosis [3] and are presumably metastatic in nature (Figure 2.2).

Other malignancy. Superior diaphragmatic adenopathy may also be seen in other cancers, with widespread, hepatic (Figure 2.3), or peritoneal spread. In at least some oncologic settings, it is possible that superior diaphragmatic adenopathy is reactive rather than metastatic. For example, in patients with resectable hepatic metastases from colorectal cancer, superior diaphragmatic nodes greater than 5 mm in short axis diameter do not confer a worse prognosis, which may indicate they are reactive and not metastatic [8]. With the greater utilization of PET, more data on the likely pathological basis of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy may emerge.

Typical clinical scenario

The identification of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy should prompt a careful search for hepatic or peritoneal disease (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Reactive superior diaphragmatic adenopathy in cirrhosis or chronic hepatitis is frequently accompanied by portal, portacaval, or retroperitoneal adenopathy (which I call “liver pattern adenopathy”) [7].

Differential diagnosis

The appearance of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy is usually distinctive, although occasionally large nodal deposits may be difficult to distinguish from pleural or pulmonary masses (Figure 2.6).

Teaching point

Superior diaphragmatic adenopathy can be a useful diagnostic clue to hepatic and peritoneal disease.
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Figure 2.1 Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 55 year old woman with advanced ovarian cancer shows marked superior diaphragmatic adenopathy involving both the anterior or paracardiac (black arrows) and lateral or juxtaphrenic (white arrow) groups of nodes.

Figure 2.2 A. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 48 year old woman with ovarian cancer shows superior diaphragmatic adenopathy (arrow). B. Axial FDG PET image shows increased uptake in the node (arrow), confirming the metastatic nature of the enlargement.

Figure 2.3 Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 72 year old woman with breast cancer metastatic to the liver shows malignant-appearing superior diaphragmatic adenopathy (arrow).
**CASE 2 | Superior diaphragmatic adenopathy**

*Figure 2.4* A. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 62 year old woman with newly diagnosed ovarian cancer shows superior diaphragmatic adenopathy (arrow). B. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image at a more inferior level shows subtle infiltration (arrow) of the greater omentum. This is particularly concerning for peritoneal spread, given the co-existence of superior diaphragmatic adenopathy. Malignant infiltration of the omentum was confirmed at surgery.

*Figure 2.5* A. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 58 year old man with chronic hepatitis C shows superior diaphragmatic adenopathy (arrows). B. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image at a more inferior level shows a relatively large left hepatic lobe, but a smooth liver surface. Biopsy showed grade 3 inflammatory change and stage 3 fibrosis but no definite cirrhosis. Superior diaphragmatic adenopathy can be an indicator of clinically important liver disease even when the liver appears relatively normal at imaging.
Figure 2.6 Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 56 year old woman with ovarian cancer shows an enlarged paracaval superior diaphragmatic node (arrow). This could potentially be confused for a pleural or pulmonary mass.
CASE 3

Lateral arcuate ligament pseudotumor

Imaging description
The diaphragmatic crura fuse with each other medially to form the single midline median arcuate ligament, behind which the aorta passes from the thorax into the abdomen. Laterally, the crura extend in front of the psoas muscles as the paired medial arcuate ligaments, which provide a ligamentous attachment for the diaphragm. The medial arcuate ligament is classically described as attaching to the transverse process of L1, although a dissection study suggests it actually attaches to the transverse process of L2 [1]. More laterally still, the crura continue in front of the quadratus lumborum muscles as the paired lateral arcuate ligaments, which pass from the spinal attachment to the 12th rib. Prominent lateral arcuate ligaments may be seen as distinct soft tissue nodules of 1 cm or more in diameter in continuity with the diaphragm and projecting into the posterior pararenal space of the retroperitoneum on cross-sectional imaging (Figure 3.1) [2].

Importance
A prominent lateral arcuate ligament may simulate a retroperitoneal mass, or suggest peritoneal metastases in the hepatorenal pouch (if right-sided).

Typical clinical scenario
Nodular projections into the retroperitoneum due to prominent lateral arcuate ligaments were seen in 5 of 100 unselected CT scans, and were bilateral in 3 patients [2]. No particular association with age, sex, or respiratory position has been described.

Differential diagnosis
The usual appearance of the lateral arcuate ligaments is that of soft tissue nodules anterior to the lower posterior ribs. When paired, the bilateral symmetric arrangement allows for easy differentiation from disease [3]. When unilateral, band-like curvilinear continuity with the diaphragm is a useful clue. Occasionally, a pleural metastasis deep in the costophrenic recess may be difficult to distinguish from the lateral arcuate ligament, although correlation with prior imaging or PET scan may clarify (Figure 3.2).

Teaching point
An apparent tumor implant abutting the diaphragm anterior to the lower posterior ribs is likely to represent a prominent lateral arcuate ligament.
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Figure 3.1 Montage of five axial contrast-enhanced CT images arranged from superior to inferior and obtained in a 50 year old man with abdominal pain. The central image shows a soft-tissue nodule (arrow) adjacent to the liver that mimics a peritoneal implant, but curvilinear continuity with the diaphragm on serial images confirms the structure is the lateral arcuate ligament.
Figure 3.2 A. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image in a 46 year old man with recurrent malignant thymoma. A plaque-like focus of soft-tissue thickening (arrow) abutting the front of the lower right ribs resembles a prominent lateral arcuate ligament. B. Axial contrast-enhanced CT image performed five years before does not show the plaque-like focus of soft-tissue thickening. C. Axial PET image at the corresponding level shows increased FDG uptake (arrow) in the soft-tissue thickening. D. Fused PET/CT image verifies the increased uptake is within the soft-tissue thickening, confirming the diagnosis of a pleural metastasis deep in the costophrenic recess. Occasionally, such a metastasis may be difficult to distinguish from the lateral arcuate ligament.
**Diaphragmatic slip pseudotumor**

**Imaging description**
Prominent muscular slips of the diaphragm may be seen as soft-tissue nodules in contiguity with the diaphragm on CT or MRI (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) [1, 2].

**Importance**
Prominent diaphragmatic slips may mimic perihepatic metastatic implants, resulting in unnecessary follow-up investigations and patient anxiety.

**Typical clinical scenario**
Prominent diaphragmatic slips are described as being more frequent in deep inspiration [1]. Such diaphragmatic pseudotumors are also commoner in elderly or emphysematous patients [3].

**Differential diagnosis**
The distinction of prominent diaphragmatic slips from true peritoneal implants is based on their continuity peripherally with the diaphragm, curvilinear course when tracked over serial slices, and separation from adjacent viscera by sub-diaphragmatic fat. Decubitus and expiratory CT sections are also said to help [1].

**Teaching point**
An apparent peritoneal implant abutting the diaphragm should be examined closely in order to make an accurate distinction from a prominent diaphragmatic slip.
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